Minor modification of Millard's surgical technique for correction of complete unilateral cleft lip
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ABSTRACT

Background: A surgical technique for correction of complete unilateral cleft lip was done using a minor modification of Millard’s surgical technique. The purpose of this modification is to achieve a good anatomical form of columella, nostril sill and the position of nasal tip. Purpose: This article presents the correction of the complete cleft lip which was done initially by correction of the slanted columella followed by correction of the nostril sill which was done before the sequence of closing the lip crevice. Case: Correction of a case with complete unilateral cleft lip on a fifteen year old girl using modification of Millard’s surgical technique is presented. Case Management: Rotation incision in the philtrum region was made as introduced by Millard to make a triangular flap. The triangular flap was contralaterally rotated and pulled into the direction of cleft to achieve a normal position of the columella and nasal tip. The lateral side of the ala was incised in circular form down to the alar base and straight through to the direction of cleft formed an alar flap which consisted of ala, clefted and slanted nasal base tissue. The tip of the triangular flap was trimmed and approximated to the alar flap to form a new the nostril sill. Adjustment of the size of the nostrill sill size was achieved during the approximation of those two flaps. The nasal base was built during approximation of the lateral and the medial segment flap or philtrum region and the base of new nostril sill. Surgical correction of the complete unilateral cleft lip including correction of the nostril sill using approximation of triangular flap and the alar flap was achieved. Conclusion: This surgical technique with minor modification of Millard’s surgical technique can be used for correction of the complete unilateral cleft lip with extremely slanted columella and nasal tip to form the nostril sill.
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INTRODUCTION

Complete unilateral cleft lip is occasionally found with depressed nasal tip, displaced ala, widening of the nostril floor, slanted columella and dropping of the alar and lower lateral cartilage. Complete surgical corrections of the orbicularis oris muscle continuity including straighten of the columella and the alar position, correction of the nostril sill and alar base regions are necessary to be made. The nasal floor is cleft not only in the skin and muscle but the bone can be also involved, and the position of the maxillary elements can be found varies from overlap to abutment to gaps of millimeters or centimeters. No exact size can be defined in complete clefts. In unilateral cleft, the alar base usually found rotated outwardly in a flare and the middle nasal base rotated in the direction of healthy lip side. The base of the ala in the cleft side usually connected with part of clefted nostril sill.

Numerous methods have been described to repair the cleft lip deformity. In 1960 Millard described the concept of advancing a lateral flap into the upper portion of the lip combined with downward rotation of the medial segment. This technique preserves both Cupid’s bow and the philtral dimple, and it has the additional advantage of placing the tension of closure under the alar base, thereby reducing flair and promoting better moulding of the underlying alveolar process.¹

The fundamental actions of Millard’s surgical technique are rotation and advancement. The lip on the noncleft side has two thirds to three quarters of Cupid’s bow, median tubercle in the vermillion, and one column of philtrum and its associated dimple and this all is rotated down into normal position. The gap is closed using the advancement flap and corrects the alar flare and the wide nostril.² Millard also performed wide radical undermining the soft tissue supra periosteally of the lateral ala bellows the infraorbital foramen to avoid tension of lateral flap to achieve a good harmony during gap closure.

The typical nasal deformity associated with congenital unilateral cleft lip presents both discrepancy and a displacement of parts persists without great improvement during growth. The distortion, being confined to the cleft side only, is emphasized by the constant comparison with the normal opposite.

Minor modification of Millard’s technique was done based on the idea that correction of the nostril sill and nasal base should be simultaneously taken as an important step besides closing the gap using two flaps, ie. the lateral flap and medial segment flap.

CASE

A fifteen year old girl with complete unilateral cleft lip seek for treatment for her cleft lip and presented with complete unilateral cleft lip and extreme protruded of tooth 11. My primary concerns were the nostril sill defect, slanted columella and nasal tip and widening the right nostril. Millard’s rotation-advancement surgical technique of lip closure with minor modification was used.
Case of complete unilateral cleft lip was operated using a minor modification of Millard’s surgical technique. The triangular flap was used to build a new nostril sill in approximation with the alar flap. The alar flap was made by a perialar incision down into the nasal base and was resulted a flap which consisted of alar rim and alar base and clefted nostril sill and nasal base tissues. Correction of the slanted columella and nasal tip was done by rotating and pulling the triangular flap to achieve a straight columella and a good nasal tip position followed by a lock suture to maintain its new position. The tip of the triangular flap was trimmed and approximated into the alar flap to build a new nostril sill (Figure 1a-f).

**CASE MANAGEMENT**

As described by Millard, the curved incision in the medial cleft element, in the lower part a mirror image of the contra lateral normal philtrum column, crossed the midline under the columella to allow the downward rotation of the Cupid’s bow by 2 to 10 mm and to allow the philtrum dimple components to come into normal position. At the same time the incision lengthens the short side of the columella by freeing it from the lip.¹

The tooth 11 was first extracted followed by circular incision to make a triangular flap. Alar flap was made by a circular incision in the perialar region down to the alar base to the direction of the crevice followed by releasing of the slanted nostril sill and the alar base region in the cleft region which attached to the lateral ala. The triangular flap was rotated into a cleft side and brought the philtrum dimple component into normal position followed by maintaining the flap with a lock suture to maintain in its new position. The tip of the triangular flap was than trimmed and approximated and then sutured into the alar flap to build a new nostril. The approximation of those two flaps built a new nostril sill and simultaneously corrected the position of the alar base and widening nostril. After the nostril sill, the surgical step was continued to close the cleft which initially by advancing the medial segment and lateral flaps to avoid of tension during approximation (Figure 2a-d).

As noted by Nicolau that the orbicularis muscle consisted of two muscles layers, one layer is inserted into the philtral ridges and skin, the other layer is located in a deep layer that has little or no attachment to the skin,³ therefore in cleft cases that layers should be sutured by layers according to those layers. The skin and mucosa along each site were undermined several millimeters to facilitate separate and individual suturing of the muscle, mucosa, and skin during approximation. Wide undermining at the medial side is contraindicated as it may destroy the philtral dimple and column. According to Fara⁴ and Pennisi et al.⁵ in complete cleft, the superficial fibers of the orbicularis oris muscle may insert into columella and septum medially and into alar base laterally.

Minor correction of the nose was done by a marginal incision to free the cartilage and followed by correction of the alar cartilage position and then joining the medial crura through vertical mattress sutures that catch the cranial edges together to form one unit. The anterior suture is placed at the height of the transition between the medial and middle crus.

---

Figure 2. a) Complete unilateral cleft lip shows the slanted columella and nasal tip; b) Rotation incision as introduced by Millard; c) The triangular flap rotated into the cleft side and approximated into the alar flap built a new nostril sill; d) Seven days postoperative situation: the columella and nasal tip region corrected into a proper position toward midline. The right nostril sill is well corrected.
Pramono: Minor modification of Millard’s surgical technique

which known as medial crural fixation. The insufficient tip projection due to the great divergence between crura intermedia was corrected by inserting mattress suture close to the dome known as dome spanning suture.

**DISCUSSION**

The Millard unilateral cleft lip repair has become the most popular single procedure in cleft treatment. The flexibility of the technique is reflected in the additive to “cut-as-you-go” and the adaptability to the individual pathomorphology of the affected area. The fundamental of the surgical technique are two folds: rotation and advancement. The scar is maneuvered into hidden crevice, under columella, and the lower part stimulates a natural landmark, the philtrum column.2

In complete cleft, the superficial fibers of the orbicularis oris muscle may insert into columella and septum medially and into alar base laterally therefore releasing of these segments are necessary to repair the muscle continuity.

The Millard’s incision technique designed to create three flaps. The medial segment flap (flap A) is made to allow the downward rotation of Cupid’s bow and to allow the philtrum dimple component to come into normal position. The lateral flap (flap B) is the lateral cleft lip element that provides advancement. The third is the triangular flap (flap C) that was made to absorb a part of the pull at the thigh test point in closure and pulls the deviated columella and the anterior septum into straight position. The additionally flap of alar flap (flap D) was made with primary destination to form the nostril sill after approximated of flap D to flap C (Figure 1).

The role of flap C was important in this case report as this flaps was used not only to pull the deviated columella, but also to build a new nostril sill by approximation it with the alar flap which consisted of cleft nostril sill and nasal base tissue. The size of the nostril was adjusted during this step.

The crevice was closed by the approximation of advancement of the flap B and flap A and followed by sutured it into the base of the new nostrill sill. To reduce tension of the flap B during flaps A and B approximation, the “cut-as-you-go” tissue desection technique as presented by Millard’s was used. Wide radical supraperiosteal undermining as far as the infraorbital foramen was also used as proposed by Millard.1, 6–9

In conclusion, surgery has successfully brought the columella and nasal tip region into a proper position toward midline as well as to build a new right side nostril sill which was corrected in the first surgical step during the crevice closure sequence. Minor modification of Millard’s technique was presented. This technique was applied in over 50’s patients presented with a good result therefore this technique can be use as an alternative surgical technique to treat a complete unilateral cleft lip.
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